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Various aspects of the problem of oscillations of 

massive neutrinos. [1], based on the analogy with K°K0 [2) 

oscillations, are discussed -· ·quite extensively. A 

characteristic feature of this approach is that the neutrino 

is considered to be a wave packet and neutrinos resulting 

from oscillation to be real particles by precise analogy 

with the oscillations of K0 and K0 mesons. 

However, from available physical examples one may 

arrive at the conclusion that there may, also, exist 

alternative types of oscillations. Owing .to specific 

features we shall term these oscillations virtual. The 

consideration will be performed in the framework of the 

ordinary quantofield approach. 

Before passing to this type of oscillation we shall 

analyze in greater detail some 

oscillations. In doing so we only claim 

qualitative description of the process 

One of the fundamental requirements 

features of 

to provide a general 

of K°K0 oscillation. 

of physics is the 

requirement of relativistic invariance. If a particle 

travels in vacuum without suffering interactions, then: 

P 2 = inv = m 
2 ( 1) 

What will happen with K0 and K0 mesons travelling in vacuum? 

It is clear that if K0 and K0 mesons were stable particles 

with masses m and m~, respectively, then these particles 
JCO . ,.· JC 0 

would travel in vacuum satisfying the conditions: 

0 0 
r:: • r:: 

Switching on the weak interaction results in these particles 

becoming non-stable, and they, then, acquire widths r 
0 

r:: 
and 

r ~ , together with masses. It must be noted that in the 
0 

r:: 
first order in the weak interaction (with out taking into 

account CP violation) all the characteristics of K0 and K0 



mesons should be identical and they can ·transform into each 

other via K0 ~ Z0 ~ K0
, and the miuxing angle must be 45° 

( sd ~ ds and all characteristics of these systems must 

coincide, if CP-parity is conserved). The appearing decay 

widths, f' in the case of K0 and r ~ in the case of K0 ,c, 
0 0 

K K 
signify that," owing to these particles decaying, their flux 

in vacuum will decrease follo\o.itng. the 1nown exponentiai 

law. 

Now let us return to formula (1) and see, 

happen to this formula and to K°K0 oscillations, 

K0 are non-stable particles that have widths. In 

expression (1) for K0 ~nd.K0 will assume the form: 

p2 = 2 
m Ko p2 - m2!':0 - K 

what will 

if K0 and 

this case 

(2) 

now, since K0 and K0 have definite widths, no longer will K0 

and K0 have fixed masses (taking into account the 

uncertainty relations). On the basis of general arguments we 

may assume (at a qualitative level) the masses of K0 and K0 

to be distributed according to the Breit-Wigner formula [3]: 

m12o K ~ 
2 

m Ko 

( r Ko / 2 ) 2 

(3) 

( m1 Ko - m Ko) 
2 

+ ( r Ko / 2 ) 
2 

-0 . . • 
In the case of K precisely the same formula holds 1f the 

substitution K0
-+ K0 is performed. 

When (3-) is substituted into (2), it can be seen that, 

owing to the widths of the K0 and K0 mesons, the masses of 

the K0 and K0 mesons ( taking into account the uncertainty 

relations) follow certain distributions and formula (1) 

acquires a new meaning. 

We still consider the CP violating terms not to be 

switched on. Then a11 · the characteristics of the K0 and K0 

mesons will coincide, 

accordingly, be 45°. 

and the mixing angle 

Now let us switch on the CP violating terms. 

2 

will, 

In this 

,,,,, 

""' 

... , 

.,,/ 

case the masses m 
O 

and m_
0 

will change. If the difference 
K ~ K 

between the K0 and K0 masses is of the order of, or smaller 

than, the width r = r + r_ (experimentally 4m ~ 3.5-10-12 

0 0 
K K 

MeV, r ~ 7.0·10-12 MeV), then from formula (2), taking into 

account (3), we obtain overlapping mass distributions for 

the K0 and K0 mesons, and therefore K0 ~ K0 transitions 

remain possible (moreover, the overlapping of the mass 

distributions the K0 and _K 0 mesons is nearly complete). This 

means that within the framework of the uncertainty relation 

the K0 has time to develop into a real particle during the 

K0 ~ K0 transition. If the mass difference between the K0 

and K0 were significantly larger than the widths, then K0 

would not have time to develop into a real particle and the 

real transition of K0 into K0 could not occur (we recall 

that in a real transition of one particle into another 

momentum transfer is required for passing to the mass 

surface ( if m "la m ) , while in the example· given above such 
1 2 

a transition is possible, since, owing to the existence of 

widths of the K0 and K0 an uncertainty depending on these 

widths is permissible, which allows the K0 meson to develop 

as a real particle). If the mass difference between the K0 

and K0 were. to exceed significantly ·the widths of these 

mesons, it is clear that the K0 could not develop as a real 

par.;..ticle. But, in this case, oscillations between K0 and K0 

should remain, since this is permitted by weak interaction. 

Following conventional definitions we shall call 

oscillations of this sort (if such oscillation is allowed by 

the interaction), in the case of which the other particle 

cannot , develop into a real particle, owing to the ( 

requirement of relativistic invariance (1) and the absence 

of overlapping between the mass distributions (2, 3),, 

virtual oscillations. 

Now let us proceed to consider mixing (oscillations), 

which occurs in the vector dominance model [ 4]. In this 

model (oscillations) mixings occur of the vector fields of 

strong interaction, Vµ(p
0

, w, ... ), and of electromagnetic 
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interaction, A. The initial fields . µ 

and elctromagnetic interactions are 

(:~] mix when the strong 

switched on [5): 

vi G 
µ=cos</> vµ - sin <f> Aµ , cos <I> = -

VG2 + e2 

A' µ = sin </> V µ+cos</> A µ ( 4) 

G-and e-are the constants of the strong and electromagnetic 

interactions, respectively. 

From formula (1) it is clear that in the case of a high 

energy o quantum propagating in vacuum it cannot undergo 

real transformation into-p0
, w, (p2

0 
= m2

0 
) 

p ,w p ,w 

p 2 -
0 -

p 20 
p ,w = 0 (5) 

i.e. in this 

(oscillation) 
example we are dealing with a virtual 

transition. For this virtual transition to 

become real the o quantum must interact with the target for 

momentum transfer and transitions to corresponding mass 

surfaces to occur. 

Making use of the two examples presented above we shall 
proceed to consider. , various versions of neutrino 
oscillations. 

a. 1) If all neutrinos v , v (for simplification we e µ 
shall consider the case of two sorts of neutrinos, the case 

of three sorts of neutrinos can be analyzed in a similar 

way) have identical masses, 

p 2 
V 

e 
= p 2 

V µ 

2 
= m " V 

Ve' µ 
(6) 

then oscillations between v and v may occur. For this such e µ 
a mechanism ( or 

and 1µ. Unlike 

mixing angle is 

interaction) must exist which violates 1 
- e 

the case of K
0 and K

0 mesons, where the 

about 45°, the mixing angle 8 

4 

/j).' /, 
' <i 

·ll, \ 
), 

IJ 
! 

[ ::e] = [ c~s e 

µ sin e 

- sine l [ ve l 
cos e vµ 

(7) 

for the neutrinos will depend on the interaction violating 

1 and 1 (a model of such violation is proposed in ref. e µ 
[ 6)). 

a. 2) If ve and vµ are not stable and have widths rve 

and r , which make the masses m and m overlap, then 
V V ·V µ e µ 

oscillations in this system will be absolutely identical to 

the oscillations of K0 and K0
, considered above, with the 

exception of the mixing angle 8, that will be determined by 

the violation mechanism of 1 and 1 . In cases a. 1) and a. e µ 
2) the neutrino oscillations will be real. 

b. Now assume the difference between the masses of v e 
and vµ to be large and let this difference not to be 

overlapped by the widths r and r (if these neutrinos are 
ve vµ 

stable, then tve= 0, 

between these sorts of 

rvµ= 0), then no real transition 

neutrinos will occur. Like in the 

considered example with oscillation arising :in the framework 

of the model of• vector dominance, in this case virtual 

neutrino oscillations will take place. The mixing angle will 

be determined by the mechanism violating 1 and 1. For a e µ 
real transition ·of v into v to occur interaction is e µ 
necessary with the target for momentum transfer and 

transition to the mass surface of the muon neutrino.• 

Evidently, the most realistic case is the one, when one 

of the neutrinos is stable, while the other neutrino is 

non-stable and has a definite .width r: · if this width. 

overlaps the difference between the neutrino masses, real 

neutrino oscillations will take place, otherwise virtual 

neutrino oscillations will occur. 

The formulas for the neutrino oscillation will have the 

form: 
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[ ::: ] u+ [ : : ] u+ = [ cos e - sine] 
= sine cos e 

2 

v• - I exp[ -i( E.k -irk) t ] * 1 - U ik v k 
k=1 

u+is the matrix describing neutrino mixing; in this case the 

probability P 
v1v1• 

is the following: 

2 

p = 
vevµ I k~1 

u + exp[ -i( Ek - irk) t] u 

1. 

pV V = 1 - p 
e e ve vµ 
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, 6ewTOeB X. M. 
O B03MO>HHblX rnnax oc4111nmH.\111£1 
He£1TplllHO , . 

E2-92-318 

PaccMaTpl/lBalOTCSl BO3MO>l<Hble Tlllnbl oc4111nnsi4111£1 He£1Tpl/lHO. 

HapSlAY C oc4111nnsi4111SlMIII He£1TplllH2' KOTOpble OCHOBaHbl Ha 
aHahor111111 c. oc4~nnsi4111siM111 K0 111 K0 Me3oHOBi paccMaTp111sa-
10TCSl BlllpTyanbHble oc4111nnsi4111111 He£1TplllHO ( KOrAa noSlBI/IBWl/le:.. 

· csi B pe3ynbTaTe oc4111nnsi4111111 He£1TplllHO He nepexoiisi-f Ha 
MaCCOBYIO nosepxHOCTb). ~3y~alOTCSl ycnos111si,.Mpi KOTOp~x 

TaK111e oc4111nnsi4111111·nosisnsi10TCSl. 
, Pa6oTa s~nonHe~a B na6opaTop111111 B~~111cn111TenbH0£1 Tex

HIIIKIII Ill aBTOMaT1113a4111111 o~~~-

Coo6w.eHite Ofu.e~HH,eHHoro HHcrnry-ra H~epHblX Hcc..1e~oea11H11. Jfyotta 1992 
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Possible types oF neutrino ~sc~llations are ·consi
dered. Together with· neutrino oscillations based on 
analogies with o~cillations·of K0 and R0 mesrins, vir-. 
tua l neutrino osci nations ( here neutr.i nos produced in 

· .the-oscillations do not undergo transitionto the mass 
,•surfqce) are considered. Conditions in which such os-

ci 11 ati ons occur are studied. ·.· • 
- -- . . 
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